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Siemens is proudly the No.1 home appliance brand in Germany.  
This is no accident. It is a testament to the ability of Siemens to evolve 
with customer needs and changing lifestyles, and to provide innovative 
and forward thinking appliances.

Source: Euromonitor International Limited;  
Major Domestic Appliances volume sales 2021

As a sign of the confidence we have in the quality, reliability and 
performance of our products, all Siemens kitchen appliances come  
with a 5 year warranty on parts and labour.

The future 
moving in
Siemens is the great, innovative technology brand in the 
home appliances sector. The name stands for outstanding 
engineering achievements, characterised by creativity, 
perfection and precision. For more than 160 years now, 
these values have shaped the Siemens brand and provided 
the basis for a continuous flow of innovations, which have 
constantly improved people’s lives.

HOME APPLIANCES
BRAND IN GERMANY*
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Gas
• stepFlame®
•  High powered wok burners
•  Dishwasher proof pan supports

For crispy crusts and juicy roasts.
When food needs browning or crisping, 
the injection of steam alongside hotAir 
is the technique of choice for the most 
desirable results. With pulseSteam, you 
can prepare perfectly crispy and juicy 
dishes simply and efficiently, whilst  
the full-size cavity models provide  
even more freedom and flexibility.

varioSpeed: 100% taste  
in up to 50% less time.
Siemens ovens with integrated microwave 
make time management truly flexible. By 
activating the microwave to complement 
selected heating programs, you can speed 
up the preparation of even the most 
sophisticated dishes by up to 50%, without 
losing any of the flavour or goodness.

Flexible cooking zones  
for creative cooking.
Siemens flexInduction® cooktops can 
behave as traditional induction cooktops 
with three or more separate zones. But 
choose to link the zones together to form 
one or more rectangular surfaces, and  
the real magic begins.

activeClean® (pyrolytic cleaning).
Siemens activeClean® heats the oven 
interior to a very high temperature of 
approximately 480°C, turning all residue  
to ash through a process called ’pyrolytic’, 
the contents are then easily wiped away. 
For even more convenience, selected 
Siemens ovens feature pyrolytic proof 
telescopic rails, eliminating the hassle  
of having to remove interior fittings  
and washing them by hand.

Full colour touch display controls.
The TFT-Touchdisplay allows you to 
operate the cooktop with ease, thanks to 
the bright colour display, touch navigation 
and intuitive menu structure. Meal setting 
recommendations leave more of the 
thinking to the cooktop, whilst a constant 
overview of the cooktop’s status puts the 
user in full command.

Precise flame control with 9 levels. 
With the ground breaking technology  
of stepFlame®, the first time you find the 
ideal setting for your dish, is the last time 
you’ll need to think about it. stepFlame® 
technology allows you to select from nine 
different flame levels to precisely adjust 
the flame height, giving you consistent 
and reliable results every time.

stepFlame® 
Technology

TFT-Touch-
display Pro

Pyrolytic
Cleaning

flexInductionpulseSteam

varioSpeed

Siemens buying guide

Why Siemens? 
• varioSpeed
• pulseSteam
• activeClean®
• coolStart

Why Siemens? 

Induction

• flexInduction®
• TFT-Touchdisplay
•  Innovative inductionAir flexInduction®

Step 1 Step 2

Ovens Cooktops
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Find the perfect companion for your Siemens oven

Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 

Let the rangehood decide.
No need to adjust or regulate power 
levels. An intelligent sensor automatically 
adjusts the rangehood power level to the 
steam and odours, for more effective and 
efficient extraction.

A third basket for more space. 
The Extra Space 3rd Rack basket is an 
additional basket providing 25% more 
space, perfect for odd spaced items such 
as mixer attachments, cups and utensils. 

Powerful, efficient and quiet:  
iQdrive brushless motor.
Driving our rangehoods is the iQdrive:  
a high-performance magnetic motor  
that is the most economical, durable  
and fastest ever built by Siemens. The 
brushless mechanism enables it to remain 
cool – eliminating energy loss and faults 
typically caused by frictional heat – and 
also makes it remarkably quiet.

Perfect results, 50% faster. 
Ever needed your dishes cleaned quickly, 
forgotten to put the dishwasher on in the 
morning, or simply needed clean plates 
before your guests arrive? varioSpeed  
is the perfect time saver, giving you the 
flexibility to speed up your wash so you 
can spend time on more important things. 
Ideal when you need your cutlery and 
plates in a hurry, just press the varioSpeed 
button in conjunction with your desired 
program* to save up to 50% of wash time 
without any compromise on results.

* With the exception of Quick Wash 29min (45°C)  

and Quick Wash 60min (65°C) programs.
superCooling and superFreezing. 
The superCooling and superFreezing functions 
prevent increases in internal temperatures 
that can result from adding new contents 
to the fridge and freezer respectively. This 
ensures existing contents are uncompromised. 
Once an even temperature within the fridge 
or freezer is re-established, the device will 
automatically reset to normal cooling or 
freezing status.

Keeps it fresh up to three times longer.
Fresh ingredients are essential when cooking, 
this is why Siemens refrigerators offer the 
ideal conditions for keeping food fresh.  
Our innovative 0°C hyperFresh premium zone 
keeps items fresh up to three times as long. 
The various hyperFresh premium zones create 
the perfect climate – temperatures close to 
0°C and the right humidity, dry for fish and 
meat or humid for fruits and vegetables.  
Your foods stay fresh and retain their  
vitamins and nutrients longer.

hyperFresh
premium 0ºC
hyperFresh
premium 0ºCvarioSpeedvarioSpeed

3rd Rack

Why Siemens? 
• iQdrive
• climateControl Sensor 
•  Silent and powerful  

performance

Why Siemens? 
• varioSpeed 
• Extra Space 3rd Rack 

Why Siemens? 
• hyperFresh premium 0°C
• superCooling / superFreezing

Rangehoods Dishwashers Refrigeration
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Say hello 
to the future
With the Home Connect App, you can control your Wi-Fi 
enabled Siemens home appliances via your smartphone. 
Integrate your appliances with one of the growing network  
of partner services that turn your house into a connected 
home, and let connectivity redefine the everyday.

Remote controlling and monitoring

Ever left the house only to go back to check that you’ve turned off 
the oven? With Wi-Fi enabled Siemens cooking appliances and the 
Home Connect App, you can monitor and control the status of your 
appliance directly from your phone. 

recipeWorld

Cooking at a professional level has never been easier, with an 
extensive selection of recipes in your Home Connect App. Once 
you have picked your favourite one, you can transfer the ideal 
settings directly to your oven, and even remotely start the heating 
process. Time to enjoy convenient cooking and delicious meals.

coffeeWorld and coffeePlaylist

Control your coffee machine with any smart device. Try coffeeWorld, 
the tech that offers an additional variety of international coffee 
specialities on your machine. Or use coffeePlaylist to put multiple 
beverages into a list and prepare them one after another.
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voiceControl*

Enjoy the party instead of running around in the kitchen 
by using Home Connect to connect your smart speaker 
to your Wi-Fi enabled Siemens appliance. Why not ask 
your coffee machine to prepare a cappuccino, or ask 
your oven “When will dinner be ready?”.

You will be required to install Home Connect partner 
apps to use these functionalities.

*Functionality of voiceControl varies by ecosystem.
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HN978GQB1B HS958GDD1S HS958GCB1 HR976GMB1A HM976GMB1B HB976GMB1A HB974G2B1A CS958GCB1 CM976GMB1B CM924G1B1B CT918L1B0 BI910C1B1 BI710D1B1B

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm pyrolytic oven with 
pulseSteam and microwave

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm ecoClean oven  
with fullSteam 

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm ecoClean oven  
with fullSteam 

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm pyrolytic oven  
with pulseSteam

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm pyrolytic oven  
with microwave

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm pyrolytic oven

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm pyrolytic oven

iQ700 studioLine  
45cm ecoClean compact 
oven with fullSteam

iQ700 studioLine  
45cm pyrolytic compact  
oven with microwave

iQ700 studioLine  
45cm compact oven  
with microwave

iQ700 studioLine  
built-in coffee machine

iQ700 studioLine  
14cm multifunction  
warming drawer

iQ700  
29cm multifunction  
warming drawer

DESIGN DESIGN

160x70mm full colour 
TFT-Touchdisplay Pro

160x70mm full colour 
TFT-Touchdisplay Pro

160x70mm full colour 
TFT-Touchdisplay Pro

96x42mm full colour  
TFT-Touchdisplay Plus

96x42mm full colour  
TFT-Touchdisplay Plus

96x42mm full colour  
TFT-Touchdisplay Plus

90x30mm full colour  
TFT-Touchdisplay

160x70mm full colour 
TFT-Touchdisplay Pro

96x42mm full colour  
TFT-Touchdisplay Plus 

90x30mm full colour  
TFT-Touchdisplay

160x70mm full colour 
TFT-Touchdisplay Pro

Intuitive, illuminated  
touch control 

Intuitive, illuminated  
touch control 

1 level telescopic rails  
(pyrolytic proof)

1 set level independent 
Clip-on-rails (full extension)

1 set level independent 
Clip-on-rails (full extension)

1 set level independent 
Clip-on-rails (pyrolytic proof,  
full extension)

1 level telescopic rails  
(pyrolytic proof)

1 set level independent 
Clip-on-rails (pyrolytic proof,  
full extension)

1 set level independent 
Clip-on-rails (full extension)

1 level telescopic rails  
(pyrolytic proof)

2.4 litre water tank Push/Pull telescopic drawer Push/Pull telescopic drawer

Dual LED lighting LED lighting LED lighting LED lighting LED lighting Halogen lighting Halogen lighting LED lighting LED lighting LED lighting 0.5 litre milk container LED lighting LED lighting

67 litres (net) 71 litres (net) 71 litres (net) 71 litres (net) 67 litres (net) 71 litres (net) 71 litres (net) 47 litres (net) 45 litres (net) 45 litres (net) 500g bean container 20 litres / 25kg max weight 50 litres / 25kg max weight

FEATURES FEATURES

27 functions 24 functions 23 functions 20 functions 19 functions 14 functions 14 functions 23 functions 19 functions 15 functions Temperature range:  
30°C – 80°C

Temperature range:  
30°C – 80°C

4D hotAir 4D hotAir 4D hotAir 4D hotAir 4D hotAir 4D hotAir 3D hotAir 4D hotAir 4D hotAir Suitable for:
Warming: cups/plates 
Ovenware
Slow cooking
Proving dough
Defrosting
Keeping warm food

Suitable for:
Warming: cups/plates/
Ovenware
Slow cooking
Proving dough
Defrosting
Keeping warm food

coolStart coolStart coolStart coolStart coolStart coolStart coolStart coolStart coolStart Favourites: save up to 29 
personalised beverages

pulseSteam fullSteam Plus 120°, 
pulseSteam

fullSteam Plus 120°, 
pulseSteam

pulseSteam fullSteam Plus 120°, 
pulseSteam

varioSpeed, Inverter 
microwave 800W (5 Levels)

varioSpeed, Inverter  
microwave 800W (5 Levels)

varioSpeed, Inverter 
microwave 900W (5 Levels)

varioSpeed, Inverter 
microwave 900W (5 Levels)

cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro Prepare two cups 
simultaneously

bakingSensor Plus bakingSensor Plus Individual temperature 
& volume adjustment

roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor (single p.) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) Adjustable grinding degree

Home Connect with  
integrated camera

Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect

CLEANING CLEANING

activeClean®  
pyrolytic cleaning

ecoClean Plus  
(rear, sides, ceiling)

ecoClean Plus  
(rear, sides, ceiling)

activeClean®  
pyrolytic cleaning

activeClean®  
pyrolytic cleaning

activeClean®  
pyrolytic cleaning

activeClean®  
pyrolytic cleaning

ecoClean Plus  
(rear, sides, ceiling)

activeClean®  
pyrolytic cleaning

Automatic steam cleaning Easy Clean Surface Easy Clean Surface

humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program Combined cleaning  
& descaling program

Oven range summary
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iQ700 studioLine  
60cm pyrolytic oven with 
pulseSteam and microwave

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm ecoClean oven  
with fullSteam 

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm ecoClean oven  
with fullSteam 

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm pyrolytic oven  
with pulseSteam

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm pyrolytic oven  
with microwave

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm pyrolytic oven

iQ700 studioLine  
60cm pyrolytic oven

iQ700 studioLine  
45cm ecoClean compact 
oven with fullSteam

iQ700 studioLine  
45cm pyrolytic compact  
oven with microwave

iQ700 studioLine  
45cm compact oven  
with microwave

iQ700 studioLine  
built-in coffee machine

iQ700 studioLine  
14cm multifunction  
warming drawer

iQ700  
29cm multifunction  
warming drawer

DESIGN DESIGN

160x70mm full colour 
TFT-Touchdisplay Pro

160x70mm full colour 
TFT-Touchdisplay Pro

160x70mm full colour 
TFT-Touchdisplay Pro

96x42mm full colour  
TFT-Touchdisplay Plus

96x42mm full colour  
TFT-Touchdisplay Plus

96x42mm full colour  
TFT-Touchdisplay Plus

90x30mm full colour  
TFT-Touchdisplay

160x70mm full colour 
TFT-Touchdisplay Pro

96x42mm full colour  
TFT-Touchdisplay Plus 

90x30mm full colour  
TFT-Touchdisplay

160x70mm full colour 
TFT-Touchdisplay Pro

Intuitive, illuminated  
touch control 

Intuitive, illuminated  
touch control 

1 level telescopic rails  
(pyrolytic proof)

1 set level independent 
Clip-on-rails (full extension)

1 set level independent 
Clip-on-rails (full extension)

1 set level independent 
Clip-on-rails (pyrolytic proof,  
full extension)

1 level telescopic rails  
(pyrolytic proof)

1 set level independent 
Clip-on-rails (pyrolytic proof,  
full extension)

1 set level independent 
Clip-on-rails (full extension)

1 level telescopic rails  
(pyrolytic proof)

2.4 litre water tank Push/Pull telescopic drawer Push/Pull telescopic drawer

Dual LED lighting LED lighting LED lighting LED lighting LED lighting Halogen lighting Halogen lighting LED lighting LED lighting LED lighting 0.5 litre milk container LED lighting LED lighting

67 litres (net) 71 litres (net) 71 litres (net) 71 litres (net) 67 litres (net) 71 litres (net) 71 litres (net) 47 litres (net) 45 litres (net) 45 litres (net) 500g bean container 20 litres / 25kg max weight 50 litres / 25kg max weight

FEATURES FEATURES

27 functions 24 functions 23 functions 20 functions 19 functions 14 functions 14 functions 23 functions 19 functions 15 functions Temperature range:  
30°C – 80°C

Temperature range:  
30°C – 80°C

4D hotAir 4D hotAir 4D hotAir 4D hotAir 4D hotAir 4D hotAir 3D hotAir 4D hotAir 4D hotAir Suitable for:
Warming: cups/plates 
Ovenware
Slow cooking
Proving dough
Defrosting
Keeping warm food

Suitable for:
Warming: cups/plates/
Ovenware
Slow cooking
Proving dough
Defrosting
Keeping warm food

coolStart coolStart coolStart coolStart coolStart coolStart coolStart coolStart coolStart Favourites: save up to 29 
personalised beverages

pulseSteam fullSteam Plus 120°, 
pulseSteam

fullSteam Plus 120°, 
pulseSteam

pulseSteam fullSteam Plus 120°, 
pulseSteam

varioSpeed, Inverter 
microwave 800W (5 Levels)

varioSpeed, Inverter  
microwave 800W (5 Levels)

varioSpeed, Inverter 
microwave 900W (5 Levels)

varioSpeed, Inverter 
microwave 900W (5 Levels)

cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro cookControl Pro Prepare two cups 
simultaneously

bakingSensor Plus bakingSensor Plus Individual temperature 
& volume adjustment

roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor (single p.) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) roastingSensor Plus (3 point) Adjustable grinding degree

Home Connect with  
integrated camera

Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect

CLEANING CLEANING

activeClean®  
pyrolytic cleaning

ecoClean Plus  
(rear, sides, ceiling)

ecoClean Plus  
(rear, sides, ceiling)

activeClean®  
pyrolytic cleaning

activeClean®  
pyrolytic cleaning

activeClean®  
pyrolytic cleaning

activeClean®  
pyrolytic cleaning

ecoClean Plus  
(rear, sides, ceiling)

activeClean®  
pyrolytic cleaning

Automatic steam cleaning Easy Clean Surface Easy Clean Surface

humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program humidClean Plus program Combined cleaning  
& descaling program

Companion appliance range summary
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Oven and compact highlights

Feature Description Benefit Models

varioSpeedvarioSpeed

varioSpeed varioSpeed combines microwave power of either 90,180 or 360W 
with a regular oven function to drastically reduce cooking time.  
The technology of microwave saves time during the cooking process 
while the addition of conventional heating functions retains the 
browning, crisping, baking or roasting effect you would expect  
– without compromising results. varioSpeed works with 4D hotAir,  
hot air grilling, top/bottom heating and grill.

• Combine traditional fan forced setting with microwave 
featuring quality results in up to 50% less time.

• For quick and easy meals in less time without 
sacrificing results.

• Two in one appliance to save you counter space 
(oven and microwave).

• Perfect for space saving and smaller kitchens.

60cm Full Size Ovens
HN978GQB1B  HM976GMB1B

45cm Compact Ovens
CM976GMB1B CM924G1B1B

coolStart

coolStart coolStart condenses the cooking process into a single session by 
eliminating pre-heating, by taking the longest time and temperature 
on the product, making frozen food preparation faster than ever.  
Just place your frozen convenience food in the oven, and go.

•   No more pre-heating your oven. 

•   No need for thawing.

60cm Full Size Ovens
All models

45cm Compact Ovens
CS958GCB1 CM976GMB1B

pulseSteam

pulseSteam The pulseSteam function adds a little bit of moisture from time  
to time while a heating/cooking function is being used. pulseSteam 
works with 4D hotAir, hot air grilling, top/bottom heating and keep 
warm. Steam is injected into the oven cavity near the fan in the 
rear wall to ensure even distribution. You can simply set the oven 
to automatically add steam, or you can add steam manually and 
regulate its intensity (Low - Med - High). 

• Ideal for reheating, proving dough, baking  
or roasting – get crispy skins and tender meat.

• pulseSteam helps retain moisture  
and deliver professional results.

60cm Full Size Ovens
HN978GQB1B HS958GDD1S 
HS958GCB1 HR976GMB1A

45cm Compact Ovens
CS958GCB1

fullSteam

fullSteam Full featured 3 in 1 oven. 100% pure steam cooking, in increments  
of 1 degree. No cooking/heating function used during this process. 
Full-featured conventional oven. Plus all the extra features of 
pulseSteam. Steam is injected into the oven cavity near the fan  
in the rear wall to ensure even distribution. 

• Healthier cooking by locking in food’s nutrients,  
flavour and colour with pure steam cooking.

• Perfect for reheating and regenerating food.

• Convenient cleaning with ecoClean® function,  
plus drying function for residual moisture.

60cm Full Size Oven
HS958GDD1S HS958GCB1

45cm Compact Ovens
CS958GCB1

fullSteam Plus

fullSteam Plus The fullSteam Plus function gives you the ability to steam above 
temperatures of 100°C to a max of 120°C. This is achieved by 
introducing the use of the rear element during the cooking process.

• Can finish dishes up to 55% faster than the standard  
100°C whilst also preserving your vegetables fresh  
colours and retaining beneficial vitamins.

• Less condensation inside the oven cavity makes  
for easier cleaning.

60cm Full Size Ovens
HS958GDD1S HS958GCB1

45cm Compact Oven
CS958GCB1

Integrated 
Camera

Integrated 
camera

This integrated AI controlled camera is steam, pyrolytic and 
microwave proof. Located in the top left rear of the oven cavity.  
In conjunction with the Home Connect App you can view what  
is cooking in your oven.

• No need to stand in front of your oven to wait until  
it achieves its perfect browning level.

• Sit back and relax while getting updated photos  
of your food being cooked. 

• Save photos and videos and share with friends and family.

• View your food inside the oven from anywhere  
via the Home Connect App.

60cm Full Size Ovens
HN978GQB1B
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Feature Description Benefit Models

Individual
Browning

Individual 
Browning

Make sure your meals are perfectly browned. Individual Browning 
uses artificial intelligence in conjunction with an integrated camera 
to automatically produce the desired amount of browning from five 
different levels. While your food is baking, the integrated camera 
keeps checking on your chosen level When your dish is ready, the 
oven turns off automatically and sends you a notification that your 
preferred browning level is reached.

• Cook foods such as bread rolls, lasagna and pizza based  
upon your preference on a 5 level browning option.

• Achieve consistent cooking results based  
on your personal preference.

60cm Full Size Ovens 
HN978GQB1B

Sous-vide The sous-vide heating function brings out the intense flavour  
of your best ingredients, simply vacuum-seal your meat, fish  
and vegetables in an airtight plastic bag and the program will  
take care of the rest.

• Keeps the steam at a constant low temperature for longer, 
maintaining the moisture and texture of your food without 
overcooking it.

• Achieve more intense flavour from your ingredients.

• Achieve a gourmet cooking result.

60cm Full Size Oven
HS958GDD1S HS958GCB1

45cm Compact Ovens
CS958GCB1

4D hotAir

4D hotAir Our iQdrive brushless motor is quiet and durable. It ensures the fan 
rotates clockwise and anti-clockwise, alternating every 3 minutes. 
This distributes heat from the rear wall heating element evenly 
around the cooking compartment.

• Remove the hesitation of which shelf level  
to use for the best cooking results.

• Simultaneous cooking on up to 4 levels. 
(For best results cooking on 4 levels use 4 wire racks)

• When cooking with one tray, you can place  
it anywhere in the oven and you will achieve  
same results on any level. 

60cm Full Size Ovens
HB976GMB1A HM976GMB1B
HR976GMB1A HS958GCB1
HS958GDD1S HN978GQB1B

cookControl 
Pro

Meals All the hard work just got easier with cookControl Pro. Experience 
the thrill of having all dishes perfectly prepared with our pre-installed 
automatic baking and roasting programs. You will never have to 
worry about ruining dishes again. Simply choose your desired dish 
on the clear touch display and let your intelligent oven take care  
of the rest.

• Suggested settings for a wide variety of baking, roasting  
and grilling dishes while allowing you to manually adjust  
to your needs.

• Take the guess work out of which heating mode, temperature 
and cooking time is required to achieve the best results.

• Information is provided to offer guidance, for example  
on cookware, shelf position or the addition of liquid when 
cooking meat.

60cm Full Size Ovens
All models 

45cm Compact Ovens
All models  

baking 
Sensor Plus

bakingSensor 
Plus

A patented technology, the baking sensor will select the optimal 
settings, consistently measuring the moisture level of your dish and 
automatically adjusting the entire baking process. An audible signal 
will sound and the appliance will switch off once the dish is cooked. 
You will never have to set the time, temperature or function again, 
baking sensor has it all under control. 

• Fully automatic baking for a wide range of pastry,  
cakes, biscuits, breads etc.

• Use with recipes you have had for 20 years or new  
recipes you want to try. No more monitoring, skewer  
tests or guess work.

60cm Full Size Ovens
HN978GQB1B HS958GDD1S

AirFry

AirFry The new AirFry feature uses fast air movement and heat from the 
grill to create meals that have a crispy exterior and soft interior, with 
hardly any oil. It’s no secret that frying can be messy and a risk to 
your health. Experience a healthier and safer way of frying on a wide 
range of foods like crunchy french fries or crispy chicken wings.

• Cook up to 300°C.

• Healthier & crispier results without added oil.

• Quicker cook times while still achieving the same results.

60cm Full Size Ovens
HB974G2B1A HB976GMB1A
HR976GMB1A 
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Oven and compact highlights

Feature Description Benefit Models

roasting
Sensor Plus

roastingSensor 
Plus

Through 3 highly sensitive measuring points, the roastingSensor 
Plus meat probe uses the lowest temperature reading to determine 
the core temperature of your roast to ensure perfect roasting results. 
Simply set the core temperature you based on the result you would 
like e.g. 62°C for medium rare beef.

• Get perfect results every time. Just like a professional chef,  
but with total ease.

• Use with red meat, poultry, fish and stuffed meats.

60cm Full Size Ovens
HB976GMB1A HM976GMB1B
HR976GMB1A HS958GCB1
HS958GDD1S HN978GQB1B

45cm Compact Ovens
CS958GCB1 CM976GMB1B

Pyrolytic
Cleaning

activeClean® activeClean® pyrolytic cleaning superheats the oven  
to approximately 480°C, which burns off any deposits  
from baking, roasting and grilling.

3 levels of pyrolytic cleaning

Stage 1: 75 minutes*

Stage 2: 1.25 hours*

Stage 3: 2 hours*

*cleaning period only

• Self cleaning oven leaving only a residue of fine ash that’s 
easily removed with a damp cloth, no chemicals required.

• Quadruple glazed door – four layers of glass keep outside door 
cooler to the touch making it safer for small children.

• Just set the program and you can walk away, the oven is 
locked during the cleaning process and will  automatically 
switch off once cleaning is complete.

• For even more convenience, pyrolytic ovens feature pyrolysis 
proof rails, eliminating the hassle of having to remove interior 
fittings and washing them by hand.

60cm Full Size Ovens
HN978GQB1B HR976GMB1A 
HM976GMB1B HB976GMB1A 
HB974G2B1A

45cm Compact Ovens
CM976GMB1B

ecoClean®

ecoClean® A patented technology, the self-cleaning surfaces (back wall, ceiling 
and side walls – varies by model) are coated with a special porous, 
matt ceramic material. This coating absorbs and breaks down 
splashes from baking, roasting and grilling while the oven is in 
operation. All you need to do is wipe down the base of the oven and 
the inside of the glass door (prior to cleaning function). For added 
convenience, an hour counter for the cleaning function runs in the 
background. The trigger time is based on average usage values 
(including time and cooking method).The oven then indicates when 
cleaning is recommended.

• The unique ecoClean® surfaces absorb fat and grease residue 
keeping the ecoClean® surfaces inside of the oven clean.

• A recommendation on when to run the ecoClean® program. 
(You can also run the cleaning system at any time.)

• Last the lifetime of the appliance.

60cm Full Size Ovens
HS958GDD1S HS958GCB1

45cm Compact Ovens
CS958GCB1

TFT-Touch-
display Pro

TFT-Touchdisplay 
Pro

With its user-friendly menu structure, smooth touch navigation  
and a large, high contrast colour display that is easy to read 
from any angle, the TFT-Touchdisplay, TFT-Touchdisplay Plus and 
TFT- Touchdisplay Pro allows you to operate your oven easily and 
comfortably. The intuitive guidance through the extensive menu 
helps you to get the most from your oven. Everything you like is  
just a swipe and touch away.

• Easy to operate with large touch screen.

• Intuitive navigation.

• Easy to read thanks to the large clear text  
and full colour display.

• Elegant food imagery and digital sound.

TFT-Touchdisplay Pro:
HS958GCB1 HS958GDD1S 
HN978GQB1B CS958GCB1

TFT-Touchdisplay Plus:
HR976GMB1A HM976GMB1B 
HB976GMB1A CM976GMB1B

TFT-Touchdisplay:
HB974G2B1A CM924G1B1B

TFT-Touch-
display Plus

TFT-Touchdisplay  
Plus

TFT-
Touchdisplay

TFT-Touchdisplay
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Feature Description Benefit Models

roasting
Sensor Plus

roastingSensor 
Plus

Through 3 highly sensitive measuring points, the roastingSensor 
Plus meat probe uses the lowest temperature reading to determine 
the core temperature of your roast to ensure perfect roasting results. 
Simply set the core temperature you based on the result you would 
like e.g. 62°C for medium rare beef.

• Get perfect results every time. Just like a professional chef,  
but with total ease.

• Use with red meat, poultry, fish and stuffed meats.

60cm Full Size Ovens
HB976GMB1A HM976GMB1B
HR976GMB1A HS958GCB1
HS958GDD1S HN978GQB1B

45cm Compact Ovens
CS958GCB1 CM976GMB1B

Pyrolytic
Cleaning

activeClean® activeClean® pyrolytic cleaning superheats the oven  
to approximately 480°C, which burns off any deposits  
from baking, roasting and grilling.

3 levels of pyrolytic cleaning

Stage 1: 75 minutes*

Stage 2: 1.25 hours*

Stage 3: 2 hours*

*cleaning period only

• Self cleaning oven leaving only a residue of fine ash that’s 
easily removed with a damp cloth, no chemicals required.

• Quadruple glazed door – four layers of glass keep outside door 
cooler to the touch making it safer for small children.

• Just set the program and you can walk away, the oven is 
locked during the cleaning process and will  automatically 
switch off once cleaning is complete.

• For even more convenience, pyrolytic ovens feature pyrolysis 
proof rails, eliminating the hassle of having to remove interior 
fittings and washing them by hand.

60cm Full Size Ovens
HN978GQB1B HR976GMB1A 
HM976GMB1B HB976GMB1A 
HB974G2B1A

45cm Compact Ovens
CM976GMB1B

ecoClean®

ecoClean® A patented technology, the self-cleaning surfaces (back wall, ceiling 
and side walls – varies by model) are coated with a special porous, 
matt ceramic material. This coating absorbs and breaks down 
splashes from baking, roasting and grilling while the oven is in 
operation. All you need to do is wipe down the base of the oven and 
the inside of the glass door (prior to cleaning function). For added 
convenience, an hour counter for the cleaning function runs in the 
background. The trigger time is based on average usage values 
(including time and cooking method).The oven then indicates when 
cleaning is recommended.

• The unique ecoClean® surfaces absorb fat and grease residue 
keeping the ecoClean® surfaces inside of the oven clean.

• A recommendation on when to run the ecoClean® program. 
(You can also run the cleaning system at any time.)

• Last the lifetime of the appliance.

60cm Full Size Ovens
HS958GDD1S HS958GCB1

45cm Compact Ovens
CS958GCB1

TFT-Touch-
display Pro

TFT-Touchdisplay 
Pro

With its user-friendly menu structure, smooth touch navigation  
and a large, high contrast colour display that is easy to read 
from any angle, the TFT-Touchdisplay, TFT-Touchdisplay Plus and 
TFT- Touchdisplay Pro allows you to operate your oven easily and 
comfortably. The intuitive guidance through the extensive menu 
helps you to get the most from your oven. Everything you like is  
just a swipe and touch away.

• Easy to operate with large touch screen.

• Intuitive navigation.

• Easy to read thanks to the large clear text  
and full colour display.

• Elegant food imagery and digital sound.

TFT-Touchdisplay Pro:
HS958GCB1 HS958GDD1S 
HN978GQB1B CS958GCB1

TFT-Touchdisplay Plus:
HR976GMB1A HM976GMB1B 
HB976GMB1A CM976GMB1B

TFT-Touchdisplay:
HB974G2B1A CM924G1B1B

TFT-Touch-
display Plus

TFT-Touchdisplay  
Plus

TFT-
Touchdisplay

TFT-Touchdisplay

Notes
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EZ877KZY1E EX975LVC1E EX875KYW1E EX875LEC1E EX675LYC1E EH675LDC1E

iQ700  
80cm freeInduction® Plus  
cooktop

iQ700  
90cm flexInduction®  
cooktop

iQ700  
80cm flexInduction® Plus  
cooktop

iQ700  
80cm flexInduction®  
cooktop

iQ700  
60cm flexInduction® Plus 
cooktop

iQ300  
60cm induction  
cooktop

DESIGN

6.2" TFT-Touchdisplay Plus Dual lightSlider 5" TFT-Touchdisplay dual lightSlider dual lightSlider dual lightSlider

FEATURES

1 x freeInduction Plus zone
Place up to 5 pieces of cookware

2 x flexZones
1 x triple circuit zone

2 x flexZones 1 x flexZones
1 x dual circuit zone

2 x flexZones 1 x triple circuit zone

Extended flexZone Extended flexZone

powerMove Pro powerMove Plus powerMove Plus powerMove Plus powerMove Plus

frySensor Plus frySensor Plus frySensor Plus frySensor Plus frySensor Plus

flexMotion flexMotion

cookingSensor Plus cookingSensor Plus

17 Power levels 17 Power levels 17 Power levels 17 Power levels 17 Power levels 17 Power levels

potBoost & panBoost potBoost & panBoost potBoost & panBoost potBoost & panBoost potBoost & panBoost potBoost & panBoost

cookConnect cookConnect

Home Connect Home Connect

cookControl Pro cookControl Pro

CLEANING

Easy clean ceramic glass Easy clean ceramic glass Easy clean ceramic glass Easy clean ceramic glass Easy clean ceramic glass Easy clean ceramic glass

Induction cooktop range summary
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Feature Description Benefit Models

®

flexInduction® The unique oval induction coil shape gives you the ultimate flexibility 
and even heating across the entire flexZone. Use as 2 separate zones 
or create 1 large flexible zone for multiple pots and pans or large 
roasters and griddles.

• Easy to use large zone with true flexibility and even heat 
distribution.

• Use multiple pots and pans OR large pans and dishes such  
as roasters, griddle plate, teppan yaki etc.

• Automatically detects shape and size of pans so it only heats 
up the area that is needed, without wasting energy on the  
full surface.

EX975LVC1E EX875KYW1E
EX875LX67E EX875LEC1E
EX675LYC1E

freeInduction
Plus
freeInduction
Plus

freeInduction 
Plus

This is cooking with freedom, 48 interconnected inductors beneath 
the sleek glass surface providing one large full surface induction.

• Arrange up to 5 pieces of cookware anywhere you wish 
without the restriction of predefined cooking zone.

• Use any size pots or pans.

• Automatically detects shape and size of pans so it only heats 
up the area that is needed, without wasting energy on the  
full surface

EZ877KZY1E

®

flexInduction® 
Plus with 
extendable 
zone

Ideal for larger pots and pans, flexInduction® Plus allows cookware 
to be positioned horizontally, and achieve full surface contact. It also 
leaves more room for additional pots and pans towards the front of 
the cooktop. Extend your Flex induction zone from 24cm to 28cm  
on the EX675LYC1E, extend your Flex induction zone from 24cm  
to 32cm on the EX875KYW1E.

• Maximise more of the cooktop surface.

• Cook for larger gatherings without limitations,  
use your large pans and pots without hassle.

EX875KYW1E EX675LYC1E

flexMotion

‘ Power level 
transfer’

Any time you choose to re-arrange a piece of cookware, the 
induction surface detects this and reacts immediately. This means 
you can move your pots and pans around as often as you wish, 
without losing any of the settings you’ve associated with each pan. 
The power at the pot’s previous location is automatically switched 
off. This is all done by simply pressing the flashing confirmation icon.

•  Move pots around the cooktop as needed  
without resetting power levels.

EX875KYW1E EX675LYC1E
EX875LX67E

powerMove Plus

‘ Move mode 
function’

Split your flex zone into 3 individual temperature zones, allowing 
three different cooking areas by simply moving your cookware  
(ie. front zone boil, middle zone simmer, back zone keep warm)

• Preset power levels (1.5, 5, 9) on the flexZone allows you  
to adjust the power by simply sliding the pot.

• Go from boiling to simmering by simply sliding your pot.

• Modify the preset power levels to suit your individual needs.

EZ877KZY1E  EX875LX67E  
EX975LVC1E EX875KYW1E 
EX875LEC1E EX675LYC1E  
EX875LX67E

cookControl 
Pro
cookControl 
Pro
cookControl 
Pro
cookControl 
Pro

cookControl Pro Find your desired dish from a wide-selection of pre-loaded options, 
and let your cooktop take over. The intelligent meals function will 
automatically apply the ideal mix of settings to deliver the best 
possible result. 

• Suggested settings for a wide variety of foods and grilling 
dishes while allowing you to manually adjust to your needs.

• Take the guess work out of which heating mode and cooking 
time is required to achieve the best results.

• Information is provided to guide you through the entire 
setting process for the selected meal as well as instructions  
on how to prepare the meal.

EZ877KZY1E   EX875KYW1E

Induction cooktop highlights
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Feature Descriptions Benefit Models

frySensor Plus For a Controlled frying temperature choose from one of 5 cooking 
levels ( ie: low, low-med, med, med-high, high) an audible and visual 
signal will let you know when the ideal frying temperature has been 
reached. Cooking can then commence. 

•  Avoid burning food while under-cooking the middle  
if temperature is too high.

• Perfect results when pan-frying every time.

EH675LDC1E EX675LYC1E 
EX875LEC1E  EX875KYW1E 
EX975LVC1E  EX875LX67E

panBoost

potBoost potBoost heats your pot of water by applying up to 50% higher heat 
for 10 minutes and then automatically resetting the cooking zone  
to Level 9.

Cooks Tips: Only one pot can be used for this function per flex zone.

• Reduce time for bringing water to the boil.

• Save time and get your dinner on the table quicker.

• No over-boiling.

All models

potBoost

panBoost The new power level for quickly and safely heating pans. panBoost 
applies extremely high heat to your pan for 30 seconds and then 
automatically resets the cooking zone to Level 9.

•  Reduce time for bringing pans to temperature.

•  Save time and get your dinner on the table quicker.

All models

TFT-
Touchdisplay
TFT-
Touchdisplay

TFT-Touchdisplay The TFT-Touchdisplay allows you to operate the cooktop with  
ease, thanks to the combination of the bright colour display,  
touch navigation and intuitive menu structure.

Use the pre-programmed meals functions to apply the ideal  
settings based on the food you are cooking and let the cooktop  
do the thinking for you.

• Easy to operate with intuitive touch screen.

• Easy to read thanks to the large clear text  
and full colour display.

• Elegant food imagery and digital sound.

EZ877KZY1E  EX875KYW1E

dual lightSlider Simply Touch and/or Slide your finger across the red LED display  
to select your desired power level.

• Quick and easy operation of the cooktop.

• Directly select power level and settings required  
from the control panel.

EX975LVC1E EX875LEC1E
EX675LYC1E EH675LDC1E
EX875LX67E

cookConnect 
system

The cookConnect system allows the cooktop and rangehood 
to communicate with one another and act as one unit. Various 
functions of your Siemens rangehood can be operated directly  
via the cooktop.*

* cookConnect is compatible with the following rangehood: LC91BUV50B

• Quick and easy operation of your rangehood  
via the cooktop.

EZ877KZY1E EX875KYW1E

cookingSensor 
Plus

cookingSensor 
Plus

The cooking sensor is guaranteed to make cooking simple  
and it promises outstanding cooking results. The wireless cooking  
sensor continuously measures the temperature of the cookware.  
This allows cooking to be precisely regulated and the temperature  
to be maintained at the required level at all times in order to prevent 
excessively vigorous boiling and to achieve perfect cooking results.

Consult the appliance manual for the suggested cooking 
temperatures and dishes.

• The cooking zone only emits heat when this is necessary to 
maintain the temperature, saving energy when cooking.

• The temperature is continuously monitored. This means that 
the food will not spill over and you do not need to change the 
temperature level.

• The cooking sensor detects when the water or the oil has 
reached the optimum temperature for adding the food giving 
you consistent results.

EZ877KZY1E   EX875KYW1E

Induction cooktop highlights
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ER9A6SD70A EC9A5SB90A EC6A5IB90A ER3A6AD70A

iQ700 
90cm ceramic glass gas cooktop

iQ500 
90cm stainless steel gas cooktop

iQ500 
60cm stainless steel gas cooktop

iQ700 
30cm ceramic glass gas cooktop

DESIGN

Sword control knobs Sword control knobs Sword control knobs Sword control knobs

Cast iron pan supports Cast iron pan supports Cast iron pan supports Cast iron pan supports

LED display

Residual heat indicator Residual heat indicator

Flame failure Flame failure Flame failure Flame failure

FEATURES

stepFlame® stepFlame® stepFlame® stepFlame®

Wok burner: 22 MJ/h Wok burner: 19.5 MJ/h Wok burner: 15 MJ/h Wok burner: 22 MJ/h

CLEANING

Easy clean ceramic glass Easy clean ceramic glass Easy clean ceramic glass Easy clean ceramic glass

Dishwasher proof pan supports Dishwasher proof pan supports

Gas cooktop range summary
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Feature Description Benefit Models

stepFlame® 
Technology

stepFlame® 9 levels of precisely controlled flame height, with each  
level increasing the flame height by small increments.

•  Simply note which number you use and the resulting  
heat will be exactly the same every time.

• Take the guess work out of gas cooking.

• Adapt the flame to suit all your favourite dishes.

•  The traditional cooking of gas with the control  
of induction cooking.

All models

LED Display

LED display The black glass models feature an LED display which clearly  
shows the selected flame level. Once switched off, the residual  
heat indicator is displayed.

• Keep your eyes on the food, not the flame.

• Easy to read settings for peace of mind.

ER9A6SD70A
ER3A6AD70A

2-stage Residual 
heat indicator

Residual heat 
indicator

‘Off’ and ‘cold’ aren’t the same thing. The residual heat indicator 
shows the ‘H’ when you definitely don’t want to touch your cooktop, 
while the ‘h’ appears when the cooktop has nearly finished cooling 
down.

• Save those fingers from getting burnt.

• Know when its safe to clean your cooktop after cooking.

ER9A6SD70A
ER3A6AD70A

dishwasher
proof 
pan supports

Dishwasher 
proof pan 
supports

A special enamelled coating on the pan supports allows them  
to be cleaned in the dishwasher instead of being cleaned by hand.

• Save time and effort on cleaning. ER9A6SD70A
ER3A6AD70A

Wok burner

22
Mj/h

Dual flame wok 
burner

Siemens gas cooktops now feature wok burners delivering up to  
22 MJ/h of power. With our stepFlame® technology, our dual flame 
wok burners will automatically control the inner and outer flames  
for the ideal heat based on the power level selected. When using 
power levels 1-3 only the inner burner is activated, then power  
levels 4-9 activate the outer burner as well.

• Always find the right amount of flame to suit every dish  
and pot size.

ER9A6SD70A
ER3A6AD70A
EC9A55B90A*
*19.5 MJ/h

Flame failure

Flame failure Siemens gas cooktops are equipped with a flame failure safety  
device which cuts off the gas supply to an individual burner,  
should the flame be accidentally extinguished.

• Provides peace of mind and a safe working space. All models

Gas cooktop highlights
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* Measured according to EN61591; suitable for ducted extraction or recirculation  
(accessory is respectively required).

Installation kit for unducted recirculated extraction (HZ9VRUD0) included, additional installation options possible. 

For more information please see inductionAir flexInduction® brochure.

EX875LX67E

iQ700 studioLine 
80cm inductionAir flexInduction® cooktop

DESIGN

Black ceramic glass with faceted front

Stainless steel side profile

FEATURES

4 cooking zones convertible to 2 x flexZones

17 Power settings with powerBoost

LED display with dual lightSlider controls

Home Connect

Child lock

climateControl sensor

622m3/h* maximum extraction rate

17 power levels + 2 intensive settings with auto-reset

42 / 69dB (min / max)

IQdrive brushless motor

CLEANING

Easy clean ceramic glass

Key benefits:

• Two in one unit (cooktop and rangehood).

• Perfect solution for working island benchtops.

•  Style and design of kitchen does not need to be compromised anymore, 
keep the open plan view.

•  Ventilation noise no longer at ear level, enjoy your time in the kitchen 
without frustrations of overhead rangehoods.

•  Easy to clean: Liquid tray to capture spills protect the integrated 
ventilation while all parts are dishwasher proof for convenient cleaning.

• Multiple installation solutions.

•  Space in cabinetry below cooktop – don’t lose precious space for large 
ventilation units.

inductionAir 
flexInduction® cooktop

A truly open plan kitchen.

The new Siemens inductionAir cooktop opens up a new  
world of possibilities when designing an open plan kitchen. 
The revolutionary downdraft ventilation is the perfect solution 
for a truly open plan kitchen with a working island bench. 
Having the steam being ventilated down through the cooktop 
eliminates the need for an overhead rangehood, leaving the 
view from the island bench unobstructed. This also means  
that the extraction is no longer happening at ear level, 
allowing conversations to continue while cooking.

20
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LC91BUV50B LB89586AU LC91BUV50B EX875LX67E

90cm wall mounted canopy  
rangehood

86cm integrated  
rangehood

90cm wall mounted canopy  
rangehood

iQ700 studioLine
80cm inductionAir flexInduction® cooktop

DESIGN

iQDrive brushless motor iQDrive brushless motor Twin motor iQDrive brushless motor

Extra Quiet
45dB / 73dB (min / max)

Extra Quiet
41dB / 71dB (min / max)

Extra Quiet
50dB / 70dB (min / max)

Extra Quiet
42dB / 69dB (min / max)

LED lights LED lights LED lights

FEATURES

Max extraction 964m3/h Max extraction 800m3/h Max extraction 610m3/h Max extraction 622m3/h

3 Power levels + 2 intensive 3 Power levels + 1 intensive 3 Power levels + 1 intensive 3 Power levels + 2 intensive

Auto revert from intensive Auto revert from intensive Auto revert from intensive Auto revert from intensive

climateControl Sensor climateControl Sensor

cookConnect cookConnect

potBoost & panBoost potBoost & panBoost potBoost & panBoost potBoost & panBoost

Home Connect Home Connect

CLEANING

Dishwasher safe filters Dishwasher safe filters Dishwasher safe filters Dishwasher safe metal grease filters & extractor unit

Filter saturation indicator Filter saturation indicator Filter saturation indicator

Rangehood range summary 
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Feature Description Benefit Models

cookConnect 
System

The cookConnect System allows the cooktop and rangehood to 
communicate with one another and act as one unit. Various functions 
of your Siemens rangehood can be operated directly via the cooktop.*
* cookConnect System is compatible with the following cooktop EX875KYW1E. 

cookConnect System is only compatible with the 90cm wall mounted canopy  
and TFT-Touchdisplay induction cooktops, not LED display models

• Quick and easy operation of your rangehood  
via the cooktop.

LC91BUV50A

iQdrive In contrast to conventional motors, the iQdrive works with a brushless 
motor eliminating mechanical stress, friction and wear.

• Exceptionally quiet.
• Energy efficient.
• Powerful.
• Reduced friction and wear.

LC91BUV50A LB89586AU
EX875LX67E

climateControl 
Sensor

Sensor controlled system monitors steam and odours to adjust  
the ventilation power level automatically.

• Auto ventilation self adjusts to your cooking style and dish.

• Ventilation power setting can be overridden manually.

LC91BUV50A EX875LX67E

Air extraction
rate

m³/h

Extraction rate A rangehood extraction rate helps you determine how effective a 
rangehood is at removing smoke and cooking fumes. Traditionally 
it is perceived the higher the extraction rate, the more powerful the 
rangehood is. However, size of the kitchen and type of cooking will 
determine the best extraction rate required – optimal efficiency and 
noise level.

• Removal of steam, smoke, grease and odours.

• Optimal extraction and noise level.

All models

Intensive

1-2-3++
Intensive The intensive setting gives an additional boost to the extraction  

level when required, for example, when stir frying. Because intensive 
power is only required for a short period of time the rangehood  
will automatically revert to the a lower setting after a few minutes.

• Additional burst of power for a stronger extraction rate when 
required, for example, when stir frying, rapid boiling or frying.

• Automatic revert to lower setting.

All models

whisper quiet

dB(A) Decibel Siemens rangehoods are highly efficient and exceptionally quiet. 
However, the noise you hear from a rangehood isn’t just from  
the appliance itself – the length and type of ducting used, and  
the surrounding room size can also affect the noise level.

•   Quiet operation without interruptions to conversations, 
entertaining and watching TV.

LC91BUV50A (45min / 73max dB(A))
LB89586AU (41min / 70max dB(A))
LB57574AU (50min / 70max dB(A))
EX875LX67E (42min / 69max dB(A))

Dishwasher 
proof

For maximum extraction efficiency and convenience, all Siemens 
rangehood filters are dishwasher safe. For added convenience an 
illuminated light or symbol (depending on the model) indicates  
when the filter needs cleaning.

•  Keep filters operating at maximum efficiency  
with easy and convenient cleaning.

All models

Saturation
indicator

Saturation 
indicator

For maximum extraction efficiency, the electronic saturation display 
shows when the filter needs cleaning. For hassle free cleaning the 
one-piece filter can be loaded into your Siemens dishwasher.

• Rangehood always operates at high performance  
and alerts you when cleaning is required.

LC91BUV50A EX875LX67E 
LB89586AU 

Rangehood highlights
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SX87HX01DA SN65HX01CA SX57HS01DA SN55HS01CA SN45HS01CA

iQ700 
Fully integrated tallTub Dishwasher

iQ500 
Fully integrated Dishwasher

iQ700 
Semi-integrated tallTub Dishwasher

iQ500 
Semi-integrated Dishwasher

iQ500 
Built-under Dishwasher

DESIGN

tallTub tallTub

14 Place Setting Capacity 15 Place Setting Capacity 14 Place Setting Capacity 15 Place Setting Capacity 15 Place Setting Capacity

iQdrive brushless motor iQdrive brushless motor iQdrive brushless motor iQdrive brushless motor iQdrive brushless motor

dosageAssist dosageAssist dosageAssist dosageAssist dosageAssist

Extra Space 3rd Rack varioDrawer Extra Space 3rd Rack varioDrawer varioDrawer

Additional cutlery basket supplied Additional cutlery basket supplied Additional cutlery basket supplied Additional cutlery basket supplied Additional cutlery basket supplied

rackMatic Plus rackMatic Plus rackMatic Plus rackMatic Plus rackMatic Plus

emotionLight emotionLight

timeLight timeLight

doorOpen Sensor

Extra Quiet 42dB Extra Quiet 44dB Extra Quiet 42dB Extra Quiet 44dB Extra Quiet 44dB

Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect Home Connect

CLEANING

8 Wash Programs 8 Wash Programs 8 Wash Programs 8 Wash Programs 8 Wash Programs

6 Options 5 Options 6 Options 5 Options 5 Options

4 Star Energy Rating 4 Star Energy Rating 4 Star Energy Rating 4 Star Energy Rating 4 Star Energy Rating

5 Star Water Rating (WELS D02596) 5.5 Star Water Rating (WELS D02604) 5 Star Water Rating (WELS D02595) 5.5 Star Water Rating (WELS D02603) 5.5 Star Water Rating (WELS D02602)

Dishwasher range summary 
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Feature Description Benefit Models

varioSpeedvarioSpeed

varioSpeed An additional special option, use varioSpeed to obtain optimum 
cleaning and drying results with increased water and energy 
consumption and a reduced running time.

• varioSpeed can reduce the running time by up to 50% 
depending on the selected rinse program.

• With varioSpeed you can also decide to reduce the remaining 
wash time after the cycle has already started.

All models

intensiveZone Additional wash special option with increased wash temperature  
and spray pressure in the lower basket for stubborn burn on stains. 
This option is perfect for a mixed load. 

• Wash your delicate glassware in the upper rack  
while tackling burnt pans in the lower rack.

SX57HS01DA
SX87HX01DA

hygienePlus

hygienePlus Additional wash special option that increases the final rinse 
temperature to reduce bacteria.

• Drying solution for stubborn plastics.

• Ideal solution for sterilising baby bottles and utensils. For baby 
bottles, traditional sanitation methods are still recommended 
to be used in conjunction with this option.

All models

Machine Care The Machine Care program keeps your Siemens dishwasher sparkling 
clean and in ideal operating condition. Recommended to be run 
monthly for optimal results. Can be used with a cleaning agent  
(such as descaler).

• Keeps your dishwasher as clean as your dishes.

• Maintains dishwasher performance.

All models

extraDry

extraDry Provides an even better drying result by extending the drying time. •  Maximum drying results. All models

easyStart

Home Connect

( Remote Start  
& easyStart)

All of our dishwashers are now Wi-Fi enabled, so you can manage 
your appliance using the Home Connect app on your smart device. 
This allows remote control and monitoring.

Our easyStart feature in the Home Connect App can send instructions 
straight to your dishwasher remotely, and will automatically 
determine the best combination of program to suit your washing 
requirements through asking a series of simple questions about  
your load.

• Forgot to turn on your dishwasher? Start the appliance  
via your Home Connect app.

• Not sure which program to use? Use in the easyStart feature  
in the Home Connect app to determine which program to use. 

All models

Quick Wash 
29min (45°C)

Quick Wash 
29min (45°C)

The ideal program when you have lightly soiled dishes, the Quick 
Wash 29min (45°C) program cleans a load in a dazzling 29 minutes.

•  Quick and convenient cleaning when you have  
lightly soiled dishes that require just a wash.

All models

Dishwasher highlights
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Dishwasher highlights

Feature Description Benefit Models

Quick Wash 
60min (65°C)

Quick Wash 
60min (65°C)

60 minute complete wash and dry cycle at 65°C,  
for dishes of variously soiled levels.

• Fast dishwashing results for today’s fast paced lifestyle. All models

Automatic
program

 35°–45°

Automatic
program

 45°–65°

Automatic
program

 65°–75°

Auto 35-45°C 

Auto 45-65°C 

Auto 65-75°C

Automatically changes settings to ensure you get the best clean  
for your load.

Auto 35-45°C – For a gentle wash. 

Auto 45-65°C – For a mixed load. 

Auto 65-75°C – For pots and pans or baked on dishes.

• Take the worry out of selecting exactly the right program  
and let the machine do it for you.

All models

Eco 45°

Eco 45°C An economical program which uses less water and electricity.  
Ideal for cleaning mixed tableware and cutlery.

• An economical program, perfect for when you are  
not in a hurry to clean your dishes.

All models

 
myFavourite

Favourite You can save a combination of your favourite program  
and options to the button. 

• No need to remember your most used combination  
of program and additional function. Simply save it using  
the favourite button. 

All models

50°C

nightProgram

Night Program 
50°C

The quiet program perfect for evenings, prolongs wash time and 
reduces noise levels. No signal tone upon completion of cycle.

• Reduced noise levels operation of the dishwasher. Allowing 
you to have a peaceful sleep without interruptions.

All models

dosageAssist dosageAssist is a method of ensuring a perfect cleaning result.  
The dishwasher tablet is released into a tray at the front of the  
upper basket and a jet spray ensures the tablet is dissolved over  
a longer period of time throughout the wash. dosageAssist  
works just as effectively with powder.

• Optimal distribution of dishwashing tablets or powder  
for maximum cleaning results.

All models
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Feature Description Benefit Models

iQdrive Brushless 
Motor 

In contrast to conventional motors, the iQdrive works with a 
brushless motor eliminating mechanical stress, friction and wear.

• Exceptionally quiet.

• Energy efficient.

• Powerful.

• Reduced friction and wear.

All models

emotionLight emotionLight bathes your sparkling clean glassware in cool blue 
illumination when you open the door, and switches off when you 
close it.

• Extra visibility inside the dishwasher.

• The LED lights will last the lifetime of your dishwasher.

SX57HS01DA
SX87HX01DA

timeLight timeLight discreetly illuminates the remaining time of the wash cycle 
onto the floor.

• With our dishwashers being so quiet, it can be hard to tell if 
they are on or off. The innovative timeLight projects the wash 
status onto the floor so you’ll only need a quick glance to 
know where the wash cycle is at.

SN65HX01CA
SX87HX01DA

openAssistopenAssist

doorOpen Sensor A push to open door system, simply push the door panel  
to automatically open the dishwasher door.

• Perfect for handle free kitchens.

• Seamless design

SX87HX01DA

3rd Rack

varioDrawer

Extra Space  
3rd Rack

varioDrawer drawer frees up space in the bottom basket to secure 
cutlery more effectively. Tines separate each item ensuring an 
optimum clean. This also prevents different metals from touching 
and causing rust spots. Cutlery can also dry easier, reducing the 
potential of water marks. 

The Extra Space 3rd Rack basket is an additional basket for extra 
space, perfect for odd spaced items such as mixer attachments,  
cups and utensils. 

• varioDrawer. Great for larger pieces of cutlery,  
espresso cups or cooking and baking utensils.

• Extra Space 3rd Rack. Providing 25% more space, it provides 
flexibility for the tricky items you previously struggled to find  
a place for, such as mixer attachments.

varioDrawer 
SN45HS01CA
SN55HS01CA
SN65HX01CA

Extra space 3rd Rack 
SX57HS01DA 
SX87HX01DA

rackMatic Plus

rackMatic Plus The height adjustable upper rackMatic Plus basket provides  
three different height options on each side for additional flexibility  
in the upper basket and lower basket.

• When you need more room above or below adjust  
the height and angle of the rackMatic upper basket.

• Gain up to an additional 5cm of space.

All models

glassZoneglassZone

glassZone Six integrated nozzles ensure continuous but gentle water supply 
and thus enable thorough cleaning without damaging sensitive 
materials. In addition, integrated soft anti-slip elements give secure 
hold, protect against mechanical stress and prevent damages  
of glass rims.

• Thanks to the new glassZone, you can now put even your 
most valuable glasses in the dishwasher with peace of mind. 

All models
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KI86NAD30A KI81RAD30A GI81NAC30A

Built-in fridge freezer Built-in single door fridge Built-in single door freezer

DESIGN

273 litre gross volume

189 litre gross volume – fridge 

 84 litre gross volume – freezer

321 litre gross volume 235 litre gross volume

LED lighting LED lighting LED lighting

5 x shelves (3 safety glass)

2 x full extension storage trays

Vegetable container with ribbed wavy bottom and humidity control

4 x door shelves, 1 x extra deepDairy compartment

3 x transparent freezer drawers, including 1 x big box

7 x safety glass shelves

4 x full extension storage trays

25 litre hyperFresh plus humidity container with automatic humidity control, 
wave bottom on fully extendable telescopic rails

4 x door shelves, 1 x extra deepDairy compartment

5 x transparent freezer drawers, including 1 x big box,  
2 x compartments with glass shelves with transparent hinges

FEATURES

superFreezing & superCooling superCooling superFreezing

hyperFresh premium hyperFresh premium

NoFrost NoFrost

Refrigeration range summary 
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Feature Description Benefit Models

superFreezing The superCooling and superFreezing functions prevent increases  
in internal temperatures that can result from adding new contents  
to the fridge and freezer respectively.

Once an even temperature within the fridge or freezer  
is re-established, the device will automatically reset to  
normal cooling or freezing status.

• Ensure existing food and contents in the fridge and freezer  
are not compromised from temperature fluctuations.

superFreezing: 
KI86NAD30A
GI81NAC30A

superCooling:
KI86NAD30A
KI81RAD30A

superCooling

hyperFresh
premium 0ºC
hyperFresh
premium 0ºC

hyperFresh 
premium

The various hyperFresh premium zones create the perfect climate  
– temperatures close to 0°C and the right humidity, dry for fish  
and meat or humid for fruits and vegetables. 

•  Your foods stay fresh and retain their vitamins  
and nutrients longer.

• Keep items fresh up to three times as long.

KI81RAD30A

noFrost The sensors in the Siemens noFrost refrigerators provide the 
necessary information to define the exact defrost cycles for  
the device. 

•  The controlled defrost cycles prevent the formation of frost  
on the inside of your fridge-freezer and keep the energy 
consumption constantly low.

KI86NAD30A
GI81NAC30A

Refrigeration highlights
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Notes
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